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Most useful "diet" book I have ever read. I'm putting "diet" under
quotations because this book is approximately a complete lifestyle
transformation rather than another diet. As the author states, "the most
crucial cause of weight problems is usually dieting. This time around
I'm exercising the way nature intended, every day and carrying out
something I enjoy, like walking.. Fascinating weight reduction book with
great tips! It’s about consuming natural instead of artificial. today
that I know she is Romanian and thus not really a native English
speaker, the various quirks of language are fading in to the background
and no much longer detract from this content of a excellent reserve.5 to
2 hours after eating, beware if low prolonged intensity cardio workouts
that can reduce your metabolism, and use only nature made foods. There's
so very much in this book, a lot of scientific and medical explanations
of what our anatomies do using what they get. For example, I never
thought that our bodies were meant to eat nature made meals, I was a
"better living through chemistry" sort of guy. But because the writer
puts it: "Character made butter, synthetic margarine and light
butter.Third, a bibliography (do I miss it? Nature made bottled
fortified or light orange juice. Character made healthy wild salmons,
synthetic toxic pig-fattened like farmed salmons." She's a point, I am
trying her strategy and Personally i think so far better, I'm also
seeing the weight arriving off. This book shows how diets can sometimes
hinder weight reduction. 2-years ago I dropped 60 pounds but hit a
plateau, got angry with workout and gained 40 pounds back.. For those
who have children, there's also advice about what to accomplish if
they're excess fat without destroying their self-esteem. We forget how
it feels to become hungry, or what goes on once we eat the food that
people do!imagine a world where you can find no diets. I got this book
because my aunt and I are on a new health journey now that I've moved
back home. It will definitely modification your perspective on weight
reduction, and make you never want to get one of these fad diet ever,
again. I've struggled with preserving a healthy weight the majority of
my adult life. This book is a great one to have. But by enough time I
joined the Air Force, factors changed. It became a struggle to keep the
excess weight off. With a plethora of opinions and scientific studies
behind us, we disregard the one thing we should listen to, the body. Not
too complicated, obvious directions. It wasn't until I became a
Nutrition Educator for a nonprofit (post armed service), that I realized
things I'd been taught regarding dieting and nutrition were a load of
crap. Surprisingly, I am slowly (slowly, people) losing weight now
during the last 9 a few months with that information. I wish that I'd
acquired this reserve in my arsenal years back to help facilitate the
procedure sooner.5 Gears Diet actually breaks things down, especially
many of the myths perpetuated by food producers and scientists. I
enjoyed the chapter on fats. There were a couple of things I discovered
through my Diet Educator position, but most of it was not used to me.

The book is full of useful information, however the greatest parts is
certainly that the author, Diana Artene, often comes home to her most
fundamental guidelines. I also enjoyed the way the author compared the
normal American diet abroad. The idea of shifting gears being put on
diet and exercise is a stroke of genius. There are several medical and
technical terms used throughout the book, so be prepared to Google
things merely to help yourself be more knowledgeable. This is a very
important thing.This is still an excellent reference book, highly
motivating for me personally to stop making excuses, and to begin taking
reponsibility for my very own health. and not performing like some
stranger who nods her check out a couple of terms that make no
sense.Understand this book. Actually, she complained if you ask me today
how she's having trouble losing weight in her menopausal years. Very
impressive, really worth my shelf space I am less than 20% of the way
through this reserve at the current time, and already I am impressed
with the concepts and attitudes of the writer toward eating, health
insurance and fat loss. Myth Buster! A good evidence reader would, I
believe, make significant adjustments to even the tiny amount of text I
have read so far.Second, real life examples to illustrate how these
principles have in fact worked in the lives of individuals with
different backgrounds/body types. My preliminary review is 3 stars,
hopefully I can raise this if the reserve continues as it begins and
assuming that the typical of English is improved. The author is quite
upfront and in-your-encounter regarding personal responsibility, and
that is a very good matter. I found that particular comment to be
presumptive in the context it had been used, and significantly less than
sensitive or respectful in either case.**Revise** [50% of just how
through the book]This is an amazing book. It is changing the way I look
at what I eat and what that does to my body.A suggestion to the writer:
it may be well worth reconsidering your decision to label all/most
clothes designers as gay: some are, some aren't; Get healthy, lose
weight, but still enjoy life! THE UNITED STATES uses so many heavily
processed foods to feed a nation that it provides contributed to a surge
in cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, and morbid obesity.Thank you
to the writer for addressing my issues above;" Her approach is
brilliant, don't snack, eat only when you're starving, stay awake 1.
Editing by way of a native English loudspeaker should still be a
priority for this book to succeed in the wider market, however.This book
will now take a seat on my [virtual] shelf with a very few handpicked
others on a single subject. What I must say i enjoyed in this
publication, may be the fact that the author deconstructed all the diet
myths for everyone to read. What will a decision on a fad diet hold for
my own body?**Upgrade** 100%One last update to mention what I think
would make this a 5 star reserve.First, a good editor to have the
English up to scratch. I'll update this review as required as I read
even more of the book - hoping for the time being that I get a welcome

email from Amazon stating an updated, corrected edition is available.
Research and theory are interesting and frequently convincing, but
there's nothing as motivating as actual examples of genuine people
putting the idea into practice, and having results. Nature made freshly
squeezed orange juice.) to back again up the scientific statements made
throughout the book and to provide further reading. That is a BIG
omission, if it's indeed lacking.Fourth, addressing the problem of
emotional eating and other eating disorders. Kind of boring too Overly
simplistic I actually skimmed this and realized I actually knew more
than We realized, but in the event that you were just starting out and
needed a reference and information this would be perfect. Jon Gabriel's
experience is a good exemplory case of what I'm talking about. Never
underestimate the power of deep-seated emotional issues to sabotage your
very best efforts! Sometimes emotional healing MUST precede long-term
healthy physical change. It is very important be armed with the same
knowledge as your medical company, dietitian, or nurse so that you are
in charge of your health; If you don't depart from that, you can go
about weight loss in an exceedingly pragmatic and realistic method...
needs to be atlanta divorce attorneys home, every school. Nice Nice so
so This book was ok but not great i did so learn a couple of things but
nothing outstanding. It doesn't matter how accurate the scientific
theory is normally, the fact continues to be that some people's
bodies/minds will not be with the capacity of shifting through the gears
toward fat loss and good wellness, without the kind of help that's not
mentioned in this book. Even though I dropped that baby weight after the
birth of my son, my size has see-sawed over the last decade. "YAWN" I
only find out about a third of the book. Boring will be an
understatement. More importantly, I got tired of the condescending,
insulting and lecturing design of writing. Self-aggrandizement is
normally thrown in the mix, as well. Never a good idea to talk right
down to your visitors. Not only does this book support the most
important aspects of weight loss, nonetheless it can save your life,
improve your quality of life, and change mindsets. I believe its
effective in getting readers to conceptualize weight reduction in a
whole new way - which leads to unpredicted realizations and brand-new
perspective. Like, it was refreshing to learn that I could use full fat
Half and Half in my own coffee without guilt. After you have examine it,
you leave with those basic understandings. Five Stars Everyone must read
this book. 5 Gears Diet isn't a step-by-step, do-this strategy. So many
people are missing out on this details. It wants to totally reverse the
damage that the food industry has done to us. Just sayin' New
Perspective The analogy that the writer employs for 5 Gears Diet is oneof-a-kind. Truly groundbreaking stuff! She also offers a very sensible
method of encouraging the reader to become understanding of their own
weaknesses, also to not utilize them as a stick to which to defeat
oneself. I bought this book in a suggestion from a pal and I possibly

could not end up being happier. Finally, I could throw these ridiculous
diet programs that don’t work, aren’t fun, and make my entire life hard
out the screen. Instead, I can eat things I love, enjoy life, and still
lose fat. Her idea about exercising for the fun of it and not simply for
a diet plan or weight reduction also helped. It’s about changes in
lifestyle instead of dieting. Would you overeat again? In those days,
everyone becomes a specialist on Diets. I highly recommend this for
anyone trying to get healthy and lose some excess weight.Where I am not
impressed is with the typical of English of the text. You understand how
it goes. Something occurs and you belong to the trap of gaining too much
weight. After that starts the complete miserable chain of attempting to
shed everything of, unsuccessfully needless to say! I learned so very
much about digestion, what happens to the food I consume, and how it was
so essential to give concentrate to my own body. It’s about getting
healthy and doing it while still enjoying lifestyle. But this book? Debunk those Myths! So when I got pregnant, I ballooned into this whale
who appeared as if she was having triplets instead of an individual
child. Overall, I think it was very useful, it definitely had an antifashion industry outlook and anti-advertising vibe. This book is
definitely a reminder of most that! AND Even more! And the opinions of
everyone on your own excess weight! I am still I really believe,
somewhere between the initial and second gears, but then, everything
begins with a small step you need to take right?! Why several? Yeah, I'd
found out about this, about that! But wait, what will go behind that
marketing gimmick? Because I find that various ways of approaching the
same subject matter really help me to grasp a lot more firmly and apply
much more consistently the principles they describe. Am I actually
burning fat or am I just deceiving myself? There is a time in my own
teens and early 20's when I possibly could eat whatever and not gain a
pound.
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